Hispanic Heritage Festival
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Getting creative at Sequoyah
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STEM adventures at Memorial Middle School
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After learning at Robertson Elementary School
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Tulsa’s Native American Day Parade
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East Central High School unveils new arena
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Edison theater students in action
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Social Media Takeovers

Another exciting thing we have here at McLain High School is a partnership with Education for Scholar’s Plant-a-Seed Gardening program. Our scholars have resurrected the old greenhouse that was in disrepair, and have built planter boxes to hold a variety of delicious vegetables. This hands on program gives students a wide range of skills and knowledge, including teamwork, construction, planning, and nutrition. #TPSStakeover #McLain
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Mayo’s first ever Tulsa Changemakers cohort has been busy! They have chosen food insecurity as their focus and have met with many different individuals and organizations in our community including the Tarrant Crutchler Foundation, the Food Bank of Oklahoma, the Tulsa Day Center, and Food on the Move. #TPSStakeover #mayomagic

We start every art class with our art mantra. "I make mistakes. I make mistakes. But deep inside, I have what it takes. I am an artist." These 8th grade painters are always extremely enthusiastic and eager to get started. #TPSStakeover #mayomagic
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Students from East Central High School are visiting @langstonuniversity today! #ECHStakeover #OKaEd
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tulapublicschools Good morning! Our students are heading to Langston University today! #TPSStakeover #OKaEd
October Athletics Highlights
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